CARD 1

CATEGORY BE
1.

Are you allowed to drive in here with this trailer?
No

2. How many trailers are you allowed to tow with this vehicle?
Only one trailer
3. How can you tell that a vehicle with a trailer is in front of you?
By the 2 triangular red reflectors
4. Where should you preferably not uncouple the trailer?
On an uphill or downhill slope
5. You are driving with a loaded trailer and want to overtake another vehicle.
What should you bear in mind?
The acceleration is less powerful and the overtaking distance is longer
6. During emergency braking, can the overrun brake cause the wheels of the trailer
to lock?
Yes
7. Name the dimensions of this tyre!
Picture template tyre

CARD 2

CATEGORY BE

1.

What is the speed limit for vehicles with trailers outside built-up areas
(not on motorways) for this traffic sign?
75 km/h

2. Which documents are required for the trailer?
§
§
§
§

Technical inspection certificate
Insurance certificate
Tax sticker
Registration certificate

3. When do you have to make sure that the trailer's lights are working?
Before every journey
4. You are driving with a loaded trailer and want to overtake another vehicle. What
should you be aware of?
The acceleration is less powerful and the overtaking distance is longer
5. When turning, does the trailer describe a larger, the same or a shorter arc than the
towing vehicle?
A shorter arc than the towing vehicle
6. Determine the age of the tyre! (Using the drawing) After how many years at the
latest should you replace the tyres on the trailer?
After 6 years at the latest

7. Check the number, placement and condition of the wheel chocks!
...

CARD 3

CATEGORY BE

1.

Are you allowed to drive in here with this trailer?
Check the grey card

2. What is the speed limit for vehicles with trailers in built-up areas?
50 km/h
3. When is it allowed to station an uncoupled caravan (roulotte) on a public road?
Never
4. Do you accelerate if the trailer starts to lurch?
No
5. Where should you preferably not unhitch the trailer?
On an uphill or downhill slope
6. How often should you check the tyre pressure on the trailer?
At least once a month and before every long journey
7. Check the function of the hazard warning lights, the presence of the warning
triangle and the warning waistcoat!
...

CARD 4

CATEGORY BE

1.

May you turn left at this traffic sign?
No

2. What is the speed limit on motorways for vehicles with trailers?
90 km/h
3. What is the maximum load of this trailer?
Check the grey card
4. Name 2 causes that can cause a trailer to overturn!
§
§
§
§
§

Excessive speed
Incorrectly distributed load
Unsecured load
Crosswind
Flat tyre

5. What is the minimum tread depth of trailer tyres?
1,6 mm
6. How can you tell that the trailer coupling is correctly engaged?
...
7. Explain how the safety rope (ripcord) works!
...

TYRE DESIGNATIONS

CATEGORY BE

DOT 1802
= Date of manufacture
18th week 2002
205/55R16
205 = Tyre width in mm
55 = Ratio of tyre width to tyre height in %
R = Radial tyre
16 = Rim diameter in inches
91 = Load index
T = Speed symbol
TWI = Wear mark
M+S = Winter tyre

